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An Enchanted Garden
of porcelain petals,
silver stems, gold 
pistils and diamond
corollas handcrafted 
by Lladró artists. 

BEAUTY TRENDS
By Robert Moran Doctor of Glam

HOT for summer is short and medium
lengths with an array of pixie crops, lobs and
bobs and... no more long hair tangles, knots,
split ends, dry patches and damaged strands.
Long hair has it’s place, but flat, limp, dam-
aged and lack of volume is running rampant
everywhere we look. Bobs make hair look
fuller, have the length to be tousled, but hold
curls in place all day and all night.

MEDIUM
Medium styles are layered, curly, straight,
shoulder length waves, or one-length are on
the HOT list. But a haircut is not your only
option for a medium-length mane. Turn
medium length hair into an amazing hair
masterpiece by incorporating braids, fish
plait, and ponytail, highlights and accessories.

At Every Length The BOB Is One Of
The HOT Hair Cuts For 2015.

*** Dr Glams Faux Bob
Want a short, sexy bob but don’t want to chop off your
long locks? Achieve this simple, sultry look by pinning
long/shoulder-length hair from underneath. Loop hair
up and under and secure with bobby pins. Don’t
worry if the back is not100% even. This look is casual
messy.    

*** Dr Glams Side Swept Bangs
Low maintenance, gorgeous long side swept bangs are
a flattering style that suits everyone! Side swept bangs
create layers across the forehead to frame the face and
add dimension by accentuating your facial features —
especially your eyes! Side swept bangs are an addition to
any hairstyle and easy to achieve. Long straight hair,
shoulder-length with curls, medium bob, short hair —
long side swept bangs put a finishing touch on glamour.
An added key to create this spectacular look are custom-
placed highlights.

*** Dr Glams Hairstyles With Vintage Glamour 
Lets get glam! Are you looking to add some glamour to
your style? Hair can give you all the head turning so-
phistication you want. Vintage hairstyles are enchanting
and they are more popular than ever.
Reach Robert:mariahsrobert@yahoo.com 559.308.6780

Tiffany T Wire
Bracelets

Oscar de la Renta’s newest fragrance,
Extraordinary offers a cocktail of neroli
and cherry blossom scent, with a heart of
peony, Mr. de laRenta’s favorite flower.
Extraordinary embodies the true Oscar
de le Renta woman – modern, chic and
above all... Extraordinary. This fragrance
is perfect for the warm weather. Macys
and Lord & Taylor retailing for $92.

* with Diamonds in 18 karat yellow gold
* T Medium in 18 karat rose gold 
* with Diamonds in 18 karat white gold; 
* with Diamonds in 18 karat rose gold
* T Narrow in 18 karat yellow gold
$3,000, $1,500, $3,000, $3,000, $1,100
Photo © Tiffany & Co.

Lladró opens a new
flagship Boutique 
in Beverly Hills at 
Two Rodeo Drive. 
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